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knew of. In 1752 he collected and published his poems,
which were noticed by several critics, including Dr. Hill;
and so began the quarrel which resulted in that admirable
poem The Hilliad (1753)- It was typical of Hill's double-
dealing nature that, while he affected friendship for Smart
in his Inspectors, he abused him anonymously in the only
number of The Impertinent which appeared.* Hill attempted,
but without success, to make an effective reply to Smart's
satire with a Smartiad. Smart was meanwhile making
literary acquaintance which included Johnson, Garrick,
and Dr. Burney. Burney set some of his songs to music;
Garrick once gave him (in 1759) a benefit at Drury Lane;
and when he was suffering from recurrent fits of madness
between 1754 and 1756, Dr. Johnson rendered assistance
with his pen, by contributing to The Universal Visitor and
Memorialist, in which Smart had an interest. His madness,
which was largely of a religious nature, abated sufficiently
for him to live, according to Dr. Hawkesworth, 'with very-
decent people' near St. James's Park, and to translate
Horace (published 1757). But he was shut up in 1759. His
Song to David (1763) was followed next year by Hannah, an
oratorio. In 1765 he put forth the Fables of Phaedrus,
translated into English verse; and in 1768 some nursery
scripture verses for young master Bonnell Thornton.
The final period of his life was not happy; debt carried
him to the King's Bench Prison, where he lived in the
Rules until he died of a liver complaint on May 18, 1770.
Roughly speaking, there are two Smarts in poetry, the
religious (and mad) Smart of The Song to David, who has
been over-praised, and the secular and thoroughly sane
Smart of The Hilliad, who is still neglected. Enough has been
said, on the literary side, of our lunatic poets; though there
may be still more room for discussion of Tart chez les
fous'j amongst the alienists. It remains for us to pay closer
* Smart reprints The Impertinent passage as prolegomena
to The Hilliad in 1753 ed. See also Gentleman's Magazine,
Aug. 1752.
t Of. the book bearing that tide by Marcel Reja.

